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The View from the State Liaison’s Perspective

- Bess Ormond – Florida District
- Nathan Moon – Denver District
- Lisa Thursam – Detroit District
- Bill Murray – Baltimore District
- Doug Fiorentino – Florida District
The View from the State Liaison’s Perspective

- As a state liaison, how do you see your role in supporting the standards?
- How has the states’ implementation of the standards influenced communication with the FDA District?
- How do you “sell” (an integrated) culture? What have you done to foster an integrated environment?
The View from the State Liaison’s Perspective

• Is there any one particular standard which stand out among the others as having improved integration or protection of public health during your tenure?

• What do you see as being the biggest hurdle or challenge to integration? Is a solution effectively addressed in the standards?
The View from the State Liaison’s Perspective

• 5 years later - what are some of the positive changes you have seen? What has surprised you the most as a state liaison or being a state liaison?
Questions?

Answers = It depends. I’m not sure, let me get back to you.